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Abstract
This article experimentally investigates content, form, and user factors in
the experience of telepresence in response to narrative media. Specifically,
cognitive priming and the book problem are operationalized through a
comparison of participant responses to film adaptations and their comic art
source material. Findings include (1) further support for the role of cognitive
priming in telepresence, (2) further support for the “thematic inertia”
hypothesis, and a surprising result indicating that the relatively low-immersion
medium of comic art produces higher telepresence scores than a film
presentation with similar content. Additional findings related to enjoyment are
also discussed.
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1. Introduction
This report describes an experiment conducted to
determine the effects of cognitive priming and the book
problem (low-immersion media) on the experience of
telepresence as it occurs in response to film adaptations of
comic art and the source material upon which they are based.
The book problem is a controversial issue predicated on
the idea that telepresence can be experienced in response to
abstract, low-immersion media such as novels. However,
because of its concern with immersion, it is situated within the
dominant focus on media form factors prevalent not only in
telepresence research, but also in the field of media studies
since the work of McLuhan [1]. Conversely, cognitive priming
is a topic that presupposes the importance of content factors
(e.g. content familiarity). Additional findings described below
also suggest the importance of user factors (e.g. preexisting
interest, enjoyment) to the experience of telepresence.
Recently, Nunez and Blake [2] present evidence that
content knowledge, thematic inertia, and cognitive priming
effect presence experiences in users of flight simulator games.
Their findings suggest that specific content knowledge –
“knowledge of the actual content being simulated” (p. 42) –
reduces presence by establishing more specific expectations in
the user which lead to greater likelihood for noticing
inconsistencies in the simulation. Conversely, thematic inertia
– “the tendency to engage in thematically related activities” (p.
41) – was a powerful predictor of presence, indicating that
preexisting interest in content has a positive influence on

presence. Finally, cognitive priming – “cognitively preparing
users for a VE [virtual environment] experience by presenting
them with materials thematically related to the VE’s content …
prior to their experience” [3] (p. 227) – was found to have
almost no effect on presence. However, closer examination
reveals that this likely resulted from a covariation between
priming and thematic inertia which caused a drowning out of
the priming effect in the initially performed multiple
regression.

1.1. Cognitive Priming
Priming has an extensive history in cognitive psychology
[e.g. 4, 5] both in and out of mediated contexts. A suitable
example that describes the general effect that cognitive priming
has on cognition is the rereading of a piece of literature. It is
often the case that, upon the second reading of a text, the
message is clearer and easier to decipher [6, 7, 8, 9]. The
reason is that the appropriate schemata have already been
activated. Citing Nell [8] (p. 77), Ryan [9] writes, “Immersion
is hampered by difficult materials because ‘consciousness is a
processing bottleneck, and it is the already comprehended
messages…that fully engage the receiver’s conscious
attention.’ The most immersive texts are therefore often the
most familiar ones…” (p. 96). Nunez and Blake [10] similarly
note the detrimental effect that frustrating interfaces have on
our ability to experience telepresence. They attribute this to a
reduction of cognitive resources available to establish the
“cognitive dominance” of the virtual environment over the
physical one.
Within the presence literature there are at least two
additional studies that examine the phenomenon of cognitive
priming as a determinant of the presence experience. The first
of these [11] begins with two hypotheses: (1) “If a user has
active schemata which are related to the virtual environment
which the user is experiencing, then the user will experience
more presence” (p. 102) and (2) “If the virtual environment is
rendered on a higher fidelity display system, the user will
experience more presence” (p. 102). To test these assertions,
the experimenters introduced participants to high and low
quality versions of two environments, a medieval monastery
and a hospital. In addition, before interacting with these
environments, participants were primed with either relevant or
irrelevant materials (printed booklets with text and pictures).
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For example, in “relevant” conditions, participants who were to
experience the monastery were primed with printed booklets
that contained content on medieval monasteries. Although no
main effect was found for priming, results indicated an
interaction between priming and stimulus quality, which
revealed that the priming manipulation facilitated the stimulus
quality effect. Thus, at the very least, priming should be
considered as a mediating variable in determining the
experience of presence.
A second experiment has been conducted to determine the
effects of content preference on the cognitive priming
manipulation. Ladeira, Nunez and Blake [3] asked participants
to interact with a virtual environment (VE) in which San
people, “a nomadic hunter-gatherer group indigenous to
southern Africa,” (p. 227) sit around a fire and tell a story. In
one condition, participants experienced the San VE directly
without any introduction. In another condition, participants
were first exposed to an introductory VE in which a rap artist in
a modern “hip-hop” environment performs a rap/monolog
about the San people. In the evaluative stage of the
experiment, in addition to measuring the level of telepresence
experienced in the San environment, participants were asked to
rate their level of interest in “hip-hop” culture. Results
indicated a significant difference in telepresence scores
between participants who chose “hip-hop” as their favorite
music genre (higher scores) and those who did not (lower
scores). Thematic priming turned out to be a factor in
constituting telepresence only if participants had a preestablished preference for the theme present in the priming
condition. These findings seem to indicate that, if user content
preference is taken into account, priming can serve as a
determinant of the telepresence experience rather than just a
mediating variable.

1.2. Thematic Vs. Structural Priming
Both of these experiments operationalize the priming
stimulus in terms of content, meaning that the priming
manipulation shares in common the same subject as the virtual
environment. Ladeira, Nunez, and Blake [3] make use of an
additional theme in the priming manipulation, but in neither
case do priming manipulations have a step-by-step structural
resemblance to the virtual environment that the participants are
being primed for. In other words, there is no direct structural
correlation between the series of events depicted in the priming
manipulation and the series of events depicted in the virtual
environment. In short, priming is accomplished thematically
and not structurally. Would a closer structural relationship
between priming manipulation and virtual environment further
establish the effect of cognitive priming on experience of
telepresence?
Film adaptations of comic art present a context that is
relevant to the distinction between thematic priming and
structural priming. If a film adaptation based upon comic art
source material is thought of as the virtual environment and the
source material itself is used as a priming manipulation, the

question of how previous experience of source material affects
processing of an adaptation can be addressed. Various theorists
of literary adaptation have come close to suggesting the
existence of such a priming effect between source text and
adaptation [e.g. 12, 13, 14]. Boyum [12] elaborates on this idea
particularly, pointing out that “adaptations excite an extreme
degree of participation from those familiar with the source” (p.
53).
Furthermore, because some adaptations share only a theme
in common with their source material and others have a more
direct structural correspondence, a comparison can be made, in
terms of telepresence experience, between adaptations that are
primed thematically and those that are primed structurally.
One reason to believe that closer structural correspondence
between priming manipulation and virtual environment might
yield higher levels of telepresence comes from Glenberg’s [15]
notion of “mesh.” Posing the question of what memory is for,
Glenberg asserts: “[i]t’s primary function is to mesh the
embodied conceptualizations of projectable properties of the
environment…with embodied experiences that provide
nonprojectable properties” (p. 4). What this means, essentially,
is that when we interact with an environment (mediated or
nonmediated) our actions and expectations are guided by two
things: (1) conceptualizations of what we experience with our
senses (projectable properties) and (2) our previous experience,
knowledge, and memory of the environment (nonprojectable
properties).
Further emphasizing this point, Glenberg [15] writes,
“[A]n organism is better prepared to act when changes in the
situation easily mesh with the conceptualization than when
changes do not easily mesh (i.e. we are surprised). This notion
of preparedness underlies priming phenomena” (p. 8).
Considering this statement in terms of film adaptations and
their comic art source material, it can be said that adaptations
which mesh with their source material structurally and
thematically (or, to a lesser extent, only thematically) provide a
suitable environment to meet expectations and provoke a sense
of telepresence. If the film adaptation is conceived of as the
current environment that is providing projectable properties,
and the source material provides the set of memories and
expectations that make up nonprojectable properties, then it is
likely that viewing a film adaptation after being primed by the
comic art source material will provide an experience conducive
to telepresence. Again, it is logical to assume that this would
be the case in either a structural or thematic adaptation, but
more so in a structural adaptation.
Nunez and Blake [2] similarly point out that virtual
environments, which effectively match a user’s expectations,
provide increased experiences of telepresence. However, they
also provide evidence that the more specific a user’s
expectations are concerning the virtual environment, the more
difficult it will be to experience a high degree of telepresence.
In a survey of flight simulation hobbyists, increased specific
content knowledge served as a predictor of decreased
telepresence experiences in flight simulators. This result is
explained as follows:
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The more specific content knowledge the user
has, the more detailed and specific the expectation
will be. Given that the simulation is giving a set
degree of fidelity, users with more specific
knowledge should notice more mismatches between
their expectations and the display, leading to a
reduction in presence. (p. 46)
If this evidence and explanation is accurate, structural
priming should result in a reduced (rather than increased) sense
of telepresence because more specific expectations are
provided in the priming manipulation.
Despite this evidence, though, differences do not
necessarily add up to contradictions. If an adaptation is distinct
from its source in ways that do not contradict expectations, but
rather expand upon them through incarnation in a more
immersive medium, an increased telepresence experience
should be expected. To illustrate this point, consider the
consonant elaborations that the film Sin City [16] made upon
the original series of comics. While characters, settings, and
events remain the same in the film, modifications such as
audible sound and dialogue, realistic movement, and the
addition of music enriched but did not transgress the original
text.
On the other hand, the elaboration of details provided by
the reader may contradict what is offered in the film adaptation,
thus decreasing telepresence in the way described by Nunez
and Blake [2]. Alternatively, however, it could be argued that
the more structurally faithful and consistent an adaptation is
(by precisely following the anchoring points detailed in the
source), the more both viewer and film are guided by the
inherent trajectory of the text. In other words, what comes
between point A and point B is severely constrained by the
characteristics of point A and B.

1.3. The Book Problem
The book problem is concerned with the question of
whether less immersive media (such as comic art) are capable
of providing a telepresence experience. Biocca [17] articulates
the book problem in the following way:

If sensorimotor immersion is the key
variable that causes presence, then how do
we explain the high levels of presence
people report when reading books? Books
are very low fidelity, non-iconic media and
are extremely low on all sensorimotor
variables identified as causing presence:
extent of sensory data, control of sensors,
and ability to modify the environment. (p.
4)
A number of other theorists and researchers also recognize
this incongruity [e.g. 18, 19, 20, 21, 22], and Biocca [23] has

observed that “[m]ost [theorists] see the illusion of presence as
a product of all media” (Why a Theory of Presence Has
Become Necessary, ¶ 1). Even outside the domain of presence
research, Phillips [24] has argued that “[l]ow resolution media
does not mean a low-resolution experience” (p. 82).
Despite the capacity for low-immersion media (such as
comic art) to produce a sense of telepresence, several studies
have supported the contention that less abstract and more
immersive media environments (e.g. film, virtual reality)
produce a stronger sense of telepresence than abstract,
nonimmersive media (e.g. comic books) [18, 25, 26].

2. Hypotheses
Previous research on cognitive priming [11, 3] has initiated
the priming effect using content; however, there has been no
inquiry or comparison concerning the correspondence that the
priming materials have with the environment.
Here a
distinction is made between thematic and structural priming
and it is suggested, based upon Glenberg’s [15] concept of
mesh, that priming materials which bear a structural
resemblance to the mediated environment will illicit a stronger
sense of telepresence than priming materials which are related
thematically. Therefore, comprehending the film adaptation as
the environment and the comic art source material as the prime,
an adaptation which is structurally closer to the source should
produce a stronger sense of telepresence in the viewer. In light
of this assertion, the following hypotheses are put forth:
H1: Viewers of film adaptations of comic art will
experience higher levels of telepresence if they have prior
experience reading the comic art source material than if they
do not.
H2: Viewers of film adaptations of comic art will
experience higher levels of telepresence if the film is adapted
structurally from the comic art than if the film is adapted
thematically.
Predicated upon the findings of Ladiera et al. [3], in which
a significant difference was found between telepresence scores
of participants who had a preexisting interest in the theme of
the priming stimulus (higher scores) and participants who did
not (lower scores), I assert the following additional hypothesis:
H3: Participants with a preexisting interest in the priming
stimulus (comic art source material) will report higher
telepresence scores in response to viewing the film adaptation
than participants who have no preexisting interest.
The fourth hypothesis recognizes the potential for a
telepresence experience to take place in response to both media
forms (comic art and film) and seeks to empirically test the
issue at the heart of the book problem by comparing two forms
of media while holding constant the content of those media (a
feature unique to the study of adaptations). Because film
requires less cognitive work, the following hypothesis is
asserted:
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H4: The medium of film will produce a stronger sense of
telepresence than the medium of comics when content is held
constant across media forms.

3. Method
3.1. Design and Procedure
A four-group posttest only between-subjects experimental
design was employed to test the hypotheses presented above.
Testing took place in a screening room located on a university
campus with seating arrangements that resembled a typical
movie theater. For conditions two through four, a twenty-four
inch television set and DVD player was placed on a table in the
front of the room. Once participants were informed of their
rights, those willing to participate signed statements of
informed consent before being subjected to one of the four
conditions enumerated below:
1.
Participants in condition one were
exposed to the comic art (source) treatment and
evaluated for telepresence experience using the
Temple Presence Inventory (TPI) [27] and
University College London (UCL) presence
questionnaires [28].
2.
Participants in condition two were
exposed to the film (adaptation) treatment and
evaluated for telepresence experience using the TPI
and UCL questionnaires.
3.
Participants in condition three were
exposed to the comic art (source) treatment before
being exposed to the corresponding film
(adaptation) treatment and evaluated using the TPI
and UCL questionnaires. In this condition, the film
was adapted from the comic thematically.
4.
Participants in condition four were
exposed to the comic art (source) treatment before
being exposed to the corresponding film
(adaptation) treatment and evaluated using the TPI
and UCL questionnaires. In this condition, the film
was adapted from the comic structurally.
Once this procedure was completed, participants filled out
one of two short personal experience questionnaires depending
upon whether they had been exposed to comic art only or to
film. These personal experience questionnaires served to
assess their level of interest in and experience with the
treatment material, as well as their level of interest in film and
comics generally. This was deemed important based on the
previously discussed findings of Ladiera et al. [3] with regard
to content preference effects in cognitive priming.
Overall, experimental sessions ranged from thirty to fortyfive minutes in length. The number of volunteers participating
in any particular experimental session ranged from one to
sixteen and the mean number of participants per group was
five.

3.2. Participants
A total of 146 participants were recruited from a
population of undergraduate students who were offered extra
credit in their communication courses in exchange for their
participation. Thirty-eight participants were randomly assigned
to condition one, 57 to condition two, 25 to condition three, and
26 to condition four.

3.3. Instrumentation
To maximize validity and test reliability, two measures of
telepresence were employed. First, the TPI (Temple Presence
Inventory) scale developed by Lombard and Ditton [27] was
used to evaluate the following dimensions of telepresence: (1)
engagement, (2) spatial presence, (3) parasocial interaction, (4)
social presence – passive interpersonal, (5) social presence –
active interpersonal, and (6) social richness. The other
dimensions of social realism and perceptual realism were
deemed irrelevant to the present investigation and thus were
not included. All together, there were thirty-four TPI items
included. In addition, the three-item UCL (University College
London) presence questionnaire developed by Slater, Steed,
and Usoh [28] was used to measure the general concept of
presence. Both of these measures were presented on a single
thirty-seven-item questionnaire.
The TPI was chosen as the primary measure because of its
inclusive approach to the concept and recognition of
dimensions that apply to narrative media such as film and
comic art. The UCL questionnaire was chosen because it is a
short, overall measure of the presence concept that has been
widely employed.

3.4. Apparatus
Comic art treatment material was presented to participants
in booklet form on color photocopied sheets of paper that
reproduce the exact proportions of the original work. The
monitor used to present the film adaptations to participants in
conditions two, three and four was a twenty-four inch Dynex
television set attached to an Insignia DVD player. Because
screen size has been demonstrated to be an important factor in
telepresence experience [e.g. 29, 30, 31, 32], it was important
to select a size that was large enough to evoke a measurable
response, but not so large that the effects from comparisons
with the priming conditions might be drowned out. A twentyfour inch screen was deemed appropriate because it occupies a
middle ground between what has previously been
operationalized as a “large screen” (46’’) and “small screen”
(12’’) [31].

3.5. Treatment Materials
Treatment materials were composed of excerpts from six
separate film adaptations and excerpts from the six
corresponding sets of comic art source material which they
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were adapted from. Three of these films were clear examples
of thematic adaptations: Superman (Donner, 1978), Catwoman
(Pitof, 2004), and Art School Confidential (Zwigoff, 2006).
The other three were clear examples of structural adaptations:
Sin City (Miller & Rodriguez, 2005), A History of Violence
(Cronenberg, 2005), and American Splendor (Berman &
Pulcini, 2003). Thematic adaptations share only a theme (e.g.
character, conflict, location) in common with the source
material, whereas structural adaptations have a direct
correspondence of narrative events.
Film excerpts ranged from four to seven minutes in length,
and comic art excerpts ranged from four pages to thirty pages
in length. (Reading duration was timed to test and control for
potential differences resulting from divergent page lengths.)
More detailed information for each clip is listed below:
1.
Superman (comic art treatment:
Superman #274, “Must There Be a Superman,”
Maggin, Swan & Anderson, 1972; film treatment:
Superman, Donner, 1978, DVD chapter 20).
2.
Catwoman (comic art treatment:
Catwoman Secret Files #1, “The Many Lives of
Selina Kyle,” Brubaker, Oeming & Manley, 2002;
film treatment: Catwoman, Pitof, 2004, DVD
chapter 15).
3.
Art School Confidential (comic art
treatment: Eightball #7, “Art School Confidential,”
Daniel Clowes, 1991; film treatment: Art School
Confidential, Zwigoff, 2006, DVD chapter 2).
4.
Sin City (comic art treatment: Sin City,
“That Yellow Bastard” #1 of 6, Frank Miller, 1996;
film treatment: Sin City, Miller & Rodriguez, 2005,
DVD chapter 3).
5.
A History of Violence (comic art
treatment: A History of Violence (pages 1-15),
Wagner & Locke, 1997; film treatment: A History
of Violence, Cronenberg, 2005, DVD chapter 5).
6.
American
Splendor
(comic
art
treatment: American Splendor #2, “The Harvey
Pekar Name Story,” Pekar & Crumb, 1977; film
treatment: American Splendor, Berman & Pulcini,
2003, DVD chapter 20).

4. Results
Data collected from 145 participants using personal
experience measures, the Temple Presence Inventory [27], and
the University College London presence questionnaire [28]
were entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and cleaned
before being imported to SPSS version 11.5 for statistical
testing. All statistical tests were performed using additive
indices of participant responses. One participant from the first
condition was disqualified from the analysis as a result of
insufficient personal experience information. The final data set
included 36 participants in Condition 1 (comic art only), 57 in
Condition 2 (film with no prime), 25 in Condition 3 (film with

thematic prime), and 26 in Condition 4 (film with structural
prime). Note that the first two conditions have more
participants because no distinction is made between thematic
and structural priming and, therefore, must include both
varieties. In addition, variations in number of participants
across groups owes to the group administration of the
experiment. Also, stimulus sampling was used across all
conditions resulting in 17 participants exposed to Superman, 20
exposed to Catwoman, 30 exposed to Art School Confidential,
28 exposed to Sin City, 28 exposed to A History of Violence,
and 21 exposed to American Splendor.

4.1. Temple Presence Inventory Cumulative Factor
Analysis
An overall factor analysis was performed for all the items
on the TPI grouped together as an overarching presence
construct. A principle component analysis with no rotation
forcing a single factor outcome produced an index of 31 items
with a Cronbach’s Alpha reliability score of 0.95. The three
items removed from analysis due to loadings of less than 0.4
were: (1) “Did the experience seem more like looking at the
events/people on a movie screen or more like looking at the
events/people through a window?” (Spatial Presence), (2)
“During the media experience how well were you able to
observe the style of dress of the people you saw/heard?”
(Social Presence – Passive Interpersonal), and (3) “How often
did you make a sound out loud (e.g. laugh or speak) in response
to someone you saw/heard in the media environment?” (Social
Presence – Active Interpersonal).

4.2. University College London
Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Questionnaire

A confirmatory factor analysis was performed for the
three-item UCL questionnaire, which intends to measure a
general “presence” factor. Principle component extraction with
no rotation revealed a single factor with an eigenvalue of 2.447
and the lowest factor loading was .888. A reliability score of
.8870 was obtained using Cronbach’s Alpha.

4.3. Omnibus Test
Because the experiment performed encompasses four
conditions and makes use of treatment stimulus sampling, an
overall 4 X 6 ANOVA was performed to seek out general
trends in the data. The first variable was “condition” and it had
four levels based on the type of treatment each group of
participants was exposed to (1 = comic book only, 2 = film
adaptation only, 3 = comic book prime followed by its thematic
film adaptation, 4 = comic book prime followed by its
structural film adaptation). The second variable was “treatment
story” and had six levels based on the different comics and film
adaptations used as treatments (1 = Superman, 2 = Catwoman,
3 = Art School Confidential, 4 = Sin City, 5 = A History of
Violence, 6 = American Splendor). Because the goal for this
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omnibus test was only to gain a rough overall perspective on
the data, both dependent measures (TPI and UCL) were
combined. To maintain the integrity of the TPI dimensions,
separate reports of TPI and UCL measures along with a
combined measure are used for subsequent tests, although it
should be noted that these scales have extremely strong
correlation (r(142) = .788, p < .001).
The overall test uncovered a significant main effect
for treatment story (F(5,126) = 3.123, p = .011) and a
significant interaction between condition and treatment story
(F(9,126) = 2.305, p = .02), however no significant main effect
for condition was found. A closer look at the interaction effect
will provide some insight into the reason why condition
produces no initial statistical significance.
The interaction reveals that the mean scores of 4 of the 6
treatment stories move in the direction predicted by the priming
hypothesis (H1: Viewers of film adaptations of comic art will
experience higher levels of telepresence if they have prior
experience reading the comic art source material than if they
do not). The mean scores of Superman and Art School
Confidential, however, move in the opposite direction,
indicating that participants reported higher levels of
telepresence without priming (condition 2) than with priming
(condition 3 or 4).
In particular, differences between
conditions for Superman were highly significant (F(2,14) =
10.766, p = .001) in the opposite direction. An LSD post-hoc
test further revealed that levels of telepresence reported in
Condition 2 (film with no prime) were significantly higher than
both Condition 1 (comic art only) (p = .007) and Condition 3
(film with thematic prime) (p < .001). Such a finding may
indicate a “negative priming” phenomenon in which low
telepresence resulting from exposure to the priming material
(the comic book) influences the experience of the film to also
produce low telepresence responses. Placing this possibility
aside for the time being, there are additional findings that may
explain the counterintuitive responses elicited by Superman.
In order to control for the differences among treatment
stories that may exist as a result of the level of popularity of a
given comic book or film, a question on the personal
experience questionnaire asked: “Have you ever been exposed
to other media based on this comic title/series [or film]
before?” A crosstabulation between each treatment story and
previous exposure to other media revealed that Superman alone
was exposed in some form to all participants. A chi-square test
confirms that this imbalance between observed and expected
cell counts is significant (X2(5, N = 141) = 46.9, p < .001). A
second crosstabulation comparing treatment stories based on
previous experience reading the comic title/series revealed that
Superman was the only story for which more participants had
previous experience reading the comic than not (by a margin of
11 to 6). A chi-square test demonstrates that this difference is
also significant (X2(5, N = 142) = 15.64, p = .008). Finally, a
third crosstabulation comparing treatment stories based on
previous experience with other film adaptations revealed that
Superman was the only story in which the majority of
participants had also seen a different film adaptation previously

(by a margin of 11 to 1). The chi-square test demonstrates
strong significance for this difference as well (X2(5, N = 106) =
35.62, p < .001).
Given the disproportionate amount of familiarity and
experience that participants reported with regard to Superman,
there may be a “saturation effect” occurring which renders
additional priming previous to exposure to the film adaptation
useless or even detrimental to the experience of telepresence.
Considering this from a cognitive perspective, easily accessible
schemata will not benefit from further activation and may
actually be desensitized through exposure to a repetitive
stimulus.
A second omnibus test was conducted excluding Superman
and this revealed a significant main effect for condition
(F(3,112) = 2.62, p = .05). As a result of these exceptional
issues with regard to Superman, the following hypothesis tests
were conducted both including and excluding this treatment
story.

4.4. Hypothesis Testing
Hypothesis 1: Viewers of film adaptations of comic art will
experience higher levels of telepresence if they have prior
experience reading the comic art source material than if they
do not.
Using the combined TPI/UCL measure, a comparison of
Condition 2 (film with no prime) with Condition 3 (film with
thematic prime) revealed that thematic priming generates
higher levels of telepresence than no priming (F(1,33) = 4.70, p
= .04). Surprisingly, however, this was not the case for
structural priming because scores generated in Condition 4
(film with structural prime) were not significantly different
from scores generated in Condition 2 (film with no prime)
(F(1,53) = .75, p = 0.39). Upon further examination of the
interaction effect (F(2,53) = 3.6, p = .03) it becomes clear that
this is the result of responses to the American Splendor
treatment story which produced a reverse priming trend similar
to Superman, although not statistically significant. Conversely,
responses to A History of Violence yielded strong evidence for
the structural priming effect with mean scores in the priming
condition significantly higher than the control condition on the
TPI (t(18.91) = 3.43, p = .003), the UCL (t(17) = 2.72, p = .01),
and both measures combined (t(19) = 3.5, p = .003).
Additionally, it should be noted that in the structural priming
ANOVA, there was a main effect based on treatment story
alone (F(2,53) = 5, p = .01) and a post-hoc test reveals a
significant difference between American Splendor and A
History of Violence (p = .001). The fact that American
Splendor produced the lowest mean score (significantly lower
than A History of Violence) may also be used as evidence
pointing toward the “negative priming” effect referred to earlier
in conjunction with Superman.
Examined separately, the TPI and UCL generally produce
the same patterns of significance as the combined measure
except that the UCL alone measures no thematic priming effect
(F(1,33) = 3.32, p = .08). This discrepancy is evidence that the
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three-item UCL is a less sensitive measure than the six
dimensions of the TPI used in this study. Interestingly, even
when examining only the 7-item “spatial presence” dimension
of the TPI (the most closely related dimension to the UCL)
significance is still found for thematic priming versus no
priming (F(1,33) = 4.46, p < .05).
Finally, combining thematic and structural priming
conditions and comparing them to the film-only control
condition produces a significant main effect for priming when
using the combined scale as the dependent measure (F(1,86) =
4.39, p = .04). When the scales are separated, the TPI yields
significance (F(1,86) = 4.24, p = .04) while, once again, the
UCL is not sensitive to this priming effect (F(1,86) = 1.77, p =
.186). Despite this, the UCL does show a significant
interaction (F(4,86) = 2.51, p = .048) in the direction of the
priming hypothesis for Catwoman and A History of Violence.
All factors taken into consideration, these results present
evidence consistent with the first hypothesis, and provide room
for further theorizing with regard to the “saturation” and
“negative priming” effects discussed earlier.
Hypothesis 2: Viewers of film adaptations of comic art will
experience higher levels of telepresence if the film is adapted
structurally from the comic art than if the film is adapted
thematically.
Testing the results of thematic versus structural priming on
the experience of telepresence yields a very subtle effect. It is
one thing to compare the effects of priming versus non-priming
on levels of telepresence experienced in response to a film
adaptation, but something wholly different to compare two
levels of priming since the latitude in variance for the effect to
be expressed and yield statistical significance is vastly reduced.
Despite this, an LSD post-hoc test based on the results of the
TPI (excluding Superman) uncovered a nearly significant mean
difference (13.5), using an additive index ranging from 34 to
187, between levels of telepresence resulting from the
structural priming condition and levels of telepresence resulting
from the non-priming control condition (p = .06) in the
direction of the hypothesis. This degree of difference was not
found for the thematic priming condition (p = .18). Thus, if
there is a difference that approaches significance between the
level of telepresence experienced as a result of structural
priming versus non-priming, but clearly no significant
difference between thematic priming and non-priming, one
might tentatively conclude, in line with the hypothesis, that
structural priming is more effective than thematic priming at
cognitively preparing viewers to experience a telepresence
response. Of course, this evidence is tenuous at best because a
direct comparison of the difference between the structural and
thematic priming conditions was not found to be significant (p
= .78).
Complicating matters further, a separate LSD test (also
excluding Superman) shows that the UCL measured the
opposite effect: participants who were thematically primed
report significantly higher levels of telepresence than those
who were not primed (p < .05) whereas participants who were

structurally primed do not (p = .73). Insofar as the TPI is the
more sensitive measure, an argument may still be maintained
that there is marginal evidence that structural priming yields
higher levels of telepresence, but this is very weak indeed. In
fact, it is just as reasonable to conclude the opposite based on
the results gathered from the UCL: thematic priming yields
higher levels of telepresence than structural priming. This
opposing conclusion would even find previous theoretical and
empirical support based on Nunez and Blake’s [2] study of
flight simulator hobbyists discussed earlier.
Hypothesis 3: Participants with a preexisting interest in
the priming stimulus (comic art source material) will report
higher telepresence scores in response to viewing the film
adaptation than participants who have no preexisting interest.
Testing this hypothesis has implications for what Nunez
and Blake [2] refer to as the effect of “thematic inertia” on
telepresence. It is logical that individuals who have previously
sought out the priming stimulus or related materials for their
own personal enjoyment would stand a greater chance of
experiencing telepresence in response to the treatment
materials presented in this experiment than those who have not.
This is suggestive of the role “user factors” play in telepresence
experiences since preexisting interest is a characteristic of the
individual user.
One way to test this is to examine participant
responses to the following personal experience item: “Have
you ever seen this particular film before?” and see if there is
any significant difference in telepresence responses between
those who have versus have not seen the film previously. A
mean comparison between these two groups resulted in no
significant difference for either the TPI (t(36.04) = .603, p =
0.55) or the UCL (t(43.97) = 1.68, p = 0.1). The null hypothesis
also stands if Superman is filtered out of the analysis.
A second variable that gauges previous interest is whether
or not the participant has read any of the issues from the comic
title/series upon which the film adaptation was based. A mean
comparison between these groups also resulted in no significant
differences for either measure. But when Superman was
excluded from analysis, the UCL results are significant in the
direction predicted by the hypothesis (t(30.26) = -2.08, p <
.05).
What this means is that, according to responses to the
UCL, participants who had previously read issues of the comic
title/series upon which the film adaptation was based reported
significantly higher telepresence scores than those who had not.
In addition, there is a relatively weak but significant positive
correlation between number of issues read and scores on UCL
(r(92) = .21, p < .05) These findings provide some support for
the thematic inertia hypothesis, although it is curious as to why
differences went undetected by the more thorough
measurement of the spatial presence dimension of the TPI
(t(33.15) = 1.61, p = .12) or the entire TPI as a single factor
(t(27.39) = .993, p = .33).
A third variable that is indicative of previous interest is
whether or not the participant has seen any other film
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adaptations based on the comic title/series before. Not
surprisingly, no effects were found because Superman was the
only film adaptation that had numerous alternative adaptations.
The last personal experience item that attempts to
determine previous interest is: “Have you ever been exposed to
other media based on this film before?” No significant
differences were found between groups of individuals who had
versus had not been exposed to other media based on the film
for either the TPI (t(93.23) = .439, p = .662) or the UCL
(t(89.61) = .460, p = .647). The null hypothesis also stands if
Superman is filtered out of the analysis.
An index of preexisting interest was also constructed based
on a factor analysis of these four items. Although the last three
grouped together as a single factor, each with loadings of 0.63
or higher, reliability assessment revealed a Chronbach’s alpha
of only 0.36. Therefore, the best evidence in favor of the
hypothesis is reported above based on whether the participant
has read any of the issues from the comic title/series upon
which the film was based.
Overall, there is some marginal support here for the
thematic inertia hypothesis insofar as previous experience
reading issues from the comic title/series is concerned,
although, this must be tempered by the fact that this finding is
upheld only by the UCL measure.
Hypothesis 4: The medium of film will produce a stronger
sense of telepresence than the medium of comics when content
is held constant across media forms.
Because this study focuses on film adaptations, a unique
opportunity exists to control content variables while testing the
impact of media form on the experience of telepresence, in
other words: “the book problem.” Especially in the context of
the structural adaptation (Condition 4), in which distributional
functions are held constant, it should be expected that content
is extremely similar across the media forms of comic art and
film.
An initial comparison of means through an independent
samples t-test between Condition 1 (comic art) and Condition 2
(film) revealed no significant differences based on the TPI
(t(65.1) = 1.34, p = 0.19), but the UCL shows marginal
significance in the opposite direction of the hypothesis
(t(74.19) = 1.93, p = .057), meaning that, according to results
gathered through the UCL, readers of comic art experience
higher levels of telepresence than viewers of film when content
is held constant. Of course, when Superman is removed from
the analysis, the UCL shows decisively significant results
(t(63.13) = 2.27, p = .03) while results from the TPI shows
marginal significance (t(55.3) = 1.96, p = .055).
A more detailed set of 2 X 6 ANOVAs accounting for
“medium” (comic art vs. film) and “treatment story”
(Superman, Catwoman, Art School Confidential, Sin City, A
History of Violence, American Splendor) present a much
clearer picture. With the exception of Superman, mean scores
for all treatment stories on both the TPI and UCL were
universally in the direction opposite of the hypothesis. With
Superman removed from the analysis, significant main effects

for “medium” (comic art vs. film) are found on both the TPI
(F(1,73) = 6.05, p = .02) and the UCL (F(1, 73) = 6.9, p = .01)
in the direction opposite of the hypothesis.
No main effects for treatment story or interactions between
treatment story and medium were found for either measure.
This indicates that, according to both measures, significantly
higher mean scores were reported in response to the comic art
condition than the film condition. It should also be pointed out
that, under the circumstances, there is an especially valid
reason to exclude Superman from this analysis. In addition to
the reasons related to popularity and familiarity described at the
beginning of this section, Superman is a highly thematic
adaptation, meaning that only characters, settings and conflicts
are adapted instead of actual events (i.e. plot material). And, as
previously noted in the omnibus test section above, when
Superman is analyzed alone across all conditions there is a
significant main effect (F(2,14) = 10.77, p = .001) for condition
and post-hoc analysis reveals that Condition 2 (film only)
provokes significantly higher reports of telepresence than both
Condition 1 (comic art only) and Condition 3 (film with
thematic prime). Thus, it seems less likely that Superman
shows this pattern because of the reasons asserted in the
argument leading up to the fourth hypothesis, and more likely
that there was something about the particular treatment story
that inhibited telepresence in the comic art condition.
Otherwise, why would the priming condition yield lower scores
than the film-only condition for Superman when the established
trend is in the opposite direction?
Overall, tests for this hypothesis present puzzling results.
How is it possible for a less immersive and perceptually
realistic medium such as comic art to reap higher telepresence
scores than the comparatively convincing virtual world of a
film (even if it is presented on a 24 inch television screen)? At
the very least, this outcome should perpetuate the debate over
“the book problem.” One potential answer rests in the way we
interact with the medium. Bracken and Pettey [32] report
similar counterintuitive findings in a study in which a 2.5-inch
iPod screen produced higher levels of immersion than a 32inch television screen. What both comic books and the iPod
have in common is that they are hand-held media. Perhaps
there is something related to the control gained over hand-held
media that causes an increased sense of telepresence.

Summary and Additional Findings
To briefly summarize, an omnibus ANOVA testing all
conditions and all treatment stories revealed that responses to
conditions in which Superman served as the treatment story
consistently resulted in findings that were in the opposite
direction of the other treatment stories. Further analysis of
personal experience responses to Superman showed large
differences based on familiarity between it and the other
stories, therefore hypothesis testing was performed both with
and without the inclusion of participants who were exposed to
Superman.
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Of the four main hypotheses tested, evidence was found to
support the first one: the general priming hypothesis that
individuals who are primed by comic art source material before
exposure to the film adaptation experience higher levels of
telepresence than those who are not. Contradictory findings
were reported for Hypothesis 2, that structural priming
produces more telepresence than thematic priming, so any
conclusions should be interpreted critically while taking into
account the opposing reports of the dependent measures (i.e.
TPI and UCL).
Similarly, results supporting the third
hypothesis, that individuals with a preexisting interest in the
comic art priming stimulus will report higher telepresence
scores in response to the film adaptation, should be interpreted
with caution because they are upheld only by the UCL
measure. Finally, results obtained from testing Hypothesis 4,
that film viewers would report higher telepresence than readers
of comic art, went in the opposite direction expected.
Interestingly, these findings were the most decisive in terms of
statistical significance.
There were two additional unpredicted findings that lend
strong support to the contention that content plays a
determining role in the experience of telepresence, a notion
previously espoused by Nunez and Blake [2]. First, the use of
stimulus sampling for this project functions not only to allow
generalization of findings, but also the opportunity to compare
responses across stimuli (i.e. treatment stories). A one-way
ANOVA testing all six levels of the “treatment story” variable
(Superman, Catwoman, Art School Confidential, Sin City, A
History of Violence, American Splendor) revealed significant
differences among stories according to both telepresence
measures: TPI (F(5,143) = 3.41, p = .006), UCL (F(5,143) =
3.34, p = .007). For the TPI, post-hoc analysis revealed A
History of Violence to have the highest overall mean score,
significantly higher than Superman (p = .001), Catwoman (p =
.04), and American Splendor (p = .001). The lowest mean
score was in response to Superman, which was also
significantly lower than Art School Confidential (p = .03), Sin
City (p = .04), and A History of Violence (p = .001). The UCL
post-hoc test also maintained this general trend, but no
significance was found for differences between Superman and
Sin City or A History of Violence and Catwoman.
A second unpredicted (although not unexpected) finding
was that levels of enjoyment have some predictive power for
both the TPI and the UCL. Although presence and related
concepts are generally seen as the cause of enjoyment [33, 34,
35], it is considered here as the result of the enjoyment of
content in line with Denham [36] who maintains that
enjoyment is the result of a combination of factors including
social norms, viewing situations and program content.
Several questions on the personal experience measures
sought to gauge enjoyment. The personal experience measure
for Condition 1 (comics only) asked three questions: (1) “How
would you rate your level of enjoyment of this issue?,” (2)
“How would you rate your level of enjoyment of this comic
title/series?,” and (3) “How would you rate your level of
enjoyment of comics generally?” Using the TPI, the overall

regression model is significant (F(3,33) = 16.68, p < .001), and
Table 1 below summarizes the predictive power of each item.

Items
Level of
enjoyment
of this
issue?
Level of
enjoyment
of comic
title/series?
Level of
enjoyment
of comics
generally?

Error

Beta
(Standardized)

4.

tscore

.490

455

Significance

1

.056

.

.398

2

.022

.989

4.

.209

333

858

2.

.278

228

.424

Table 1 Condition 1 Enjoyment Regression. Items that
predict telepresence level for Condition 1 (comic art)
Because all three of these items failed to load on a single
factor, an index was not constructed, although a look at the
individual items provides interesting results since enjoyment of
both the particular issue and the medium of comics generally
are significant predictors of telepresence scores according to
the TPI. The combination of predictors for the UCL is
similarly significant (F(3,33) = 7.53, p = .001), but none of the
items themselves are found to be significant.

Items
Level
of
enjoyment
of
this
film?
Level
of
enjoyment
of comic
title/series?
Level
of
enjoyment
of comics
generally?
Level
of
enjoyment
of
films
generally?

tscore

Significance

.686

6.271

.001

2.543

.271

2.458

.019

1.934

.035

.358

.722

3.121

-.127

1.261

.215

Error

Beta
(Standardized)

2.210

Table 2 Conditions 2-4 Enjoyment Regression. Items that
predict telepresence level for Conditions 2-4 (film)
The personal experience measure for the film conditions
(2-4) asked similar questions: (1) “How would you rate your
level of enjoyment of this film based on what you have seen?,”
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(2) “How would you rate your level of enjoyment of the comic
title/series upon which this film is based?,” (3) “How would
you rate your level of enjoyment of comics generally?,” and (4)
“How would you rate your level of enjoyment of films
generally?” This model for the TPI is also significant (F(4,43)
= 20.25, p < .001) and Table 2 below summarizes the
predictive power of each item.
Once again, the model for the UCL is also significant
(F(4,43) = 9.54, p < .001), however, interestingly, the only
significant predictor is enjoyment of the film ( = .632, t(101)
= 4.63, p < .001).
Comparing these regression models, it seems that for both
readers of comics and viewers of film, enjoyment of the
specific stimulus is the strongest predictor of telepresence. In
addition, though, enjoyment of the comic title/series upon
which the film is based has some predictive power for level of
telepresence experienced in response to the film. This
unpredicted finding could also be used to lend support to the
third hypothesis (individuals with a preexisting interest in the
comic art priming stimulus will report higher telepresence
scores in response to the film adaptation) since enjoyment of
the comic title/series implies user factors such as preexisting
interest.
Finally, in addition to testing the individual items, an
enjoyment index was created based on a factor analysis of the
four-item model above. All items were found to load on a
single factor above 0.5 and Chronbach’s Alpha yielded a
reliability score of 0.64. This index predicts telepresence as a
singular construct ( = .531, t(104) = 6.4, p < .001) as well as
the variance among scores (R2 = .282, F(1, 105) = 40.92, p <
.001).
Overall, differences in telepresence scores as reported on
the TPI and UCL resulting from differing treatment stories and
levels of enjoyment strongly imply that, in addition to form
factors, content and user factors play a definitive role in the
experience of telepresence.
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